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"To my father, who showed me what path not to take" So reads the acknowledgment at the end of this book written by
Juan Pablo Escobar, the son of renowned Colombian drug lord Pablo Escobar.

InSight Crime looks at the most intriguing tales. Escobar also filled his personal library â€” which he
decorated with a human skull he had dug out of the graveyard â€” with Communist texts by Vladimir Lenin
and Mao Tse-tung. Fake High School Diplomas Pablo Escobar made his debut in the world of crime by selling
fake high school diplomas with his cousin Gustavo Gaviria. After providing dozens of people with falsified
academic documents, Escobar and his cousin moved on to a variety of other criminal schemes like stealing
cars, robbing movie theater ticket windows, and selling stolen tombstones. Not long afterwards, Henao gave
birth to Juan Pablo at the age of Although Escobar was notoriously unfaithful, Henao stayed with him until
his death in Cruel Jokes While living in the luxurious La Catedral prison, Pablo Escobar and his men planned
cruel jokes to entertain themselves. The man who had planned the joke listened to the ensuing fight and only
came clean later, when Roberto and his wife were close to ending their marriage. Jeans Soaked in Cocaine
Pablo Escobar employed myriad different cocaine trafficking routes and methods, but one of his most
ingenious techniques consisted of soaking jeans in liquid cocaine and legally exporting them to the United
States. Upon receipt, the buyers would wash the jeans with a special liquid, extract the cocaine, and dry it.
When the Drug Enforcement Administration DEA caught wind of the method â€” thanks to an informant â€”
Escobar simply switched to soaking the boxes in which the jeans were packed in liquid cocaine. In total,
Napoles had two helicopter landing pads, ten houses, three zoos, 1, employees, 27 artificial lakes, life-sized
dinosaur statues, and its own gas station. Smuggled Exotic Animals In order to stock his zoos at Napoles,
Pablo Escobar smuggled exotic animals into the country on his drug planes. By the time the authorities
arrived, all they could find were crates covered in feathers and hair. Unperturbed, Escobar had his men buy
twelve donkeys, paint them black and white, and bribe the security guard at the building where the animals
were being held to switch them out. He used the same ploy to reclaim his confiscated exotic birds, using
chickens, geese, and ducks. Pablo Escobar agreed to call Gilberto Rodriguez Orejuela â€” one of the Cali
Cartel leaders â€” and ask him to send the man to Medellin so Pabon could get his revenge, but Rodriguez
Orejuela refused. According to Juan Pablo Escobar, the autopsy report mentions three bullet wounds: Click
here to send InSight Crime your comments. We encourage readers to copy and distribute our work for
non-commercial purposes, provided that it is attributed to InSight Crime in the byline, with a link to the
original at both the top and bottom of the article. Check the Creative Commons website for more details of
how to share our work, and please send us an email if you use an article.
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Son of the leader of the MedellÃn cartel, Pablo Escobar, JUAN PABLO ESCOBAR is an architect, lecturer, drug policy
reform advocate, and writer. He was a subject of the award-winning documentary Sins of My Father and lives in
Argentina.

The Biography Pablo Escobar was one of the most successful businessmen of all time. He was a loving
husband, a family man and a hero to the poor people of the Colombian city where his business was based. He
was also a criminal mastermind, a murderer, a notorious Colombian drug lord, and the founder of the Medellin
Cartel. Like any other serious businessman, Escobar had dreams and goals. He wanted to be the best at what
he did and make his first huge bank deposit by the time he turned twenty-two. He wanted to make life easier
for people who were suffering in poverty and powerlessness. Whatever else can be said of him, he did achieve
all these goals. Unfortunately, the business he chose to pursue was smuggling. Besides the fact that cocaine
destroyed the lives of many who used it, Escobar killed people directly or ordered their executions. By the
time he died, he and his people had murdered thousands of people. He was born the son of humble parents, but
Escobar eventually wielded enormous power over police officers, judges, politicians and more traditional
business owners. Power like that can only come from someone with vision and determination. He had a keen
sense of what was possible, and he reached prominence in the drug trade through his extraordinary energy and
ingenuity. The most obvious question about Pablo Escobar is what he could have done if he had turned his
talents only toward the positive. Yet, that question will forever remain unanswered. Just as he seemed destined
to make a very large imprint on the world, he seemed born to cause destruction and death. Whether by destiny
or choice, there can be no doubt that Pablo Escobar changed the world; and in most ways, for the worse. In the
end, Escobar was still a violent criminal with enough ruthlessness and drive to damage, kill, and destroy many
lives. The story of Pablo Escobar is a cautionary but fascinating tale. The Biography Pablo Escobar:
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His brother, Roberto Escobar , denies this, instead claiming that the gravestones came from cemetery owners
whose clients had stopped paying for site care, and that he had a relative who had a monuments business.
Escobar studied at the University for a short period, but left without obtaining a degree. Illegal drug trade in
Colombia , Illegal drug trade in Panama , and Illegal drug trade in the Bahamas International drug routes.
Beginning in , Pablo started developing his cocaine operation, flying out planes several times, mainly between
Colombia and Panama, along smuggling routes into the United States. After many months of legal wrangling,
he ordered the murder of the two arresting officers, and the case was later dropped. Roberto Escobar details
this as the point where Pablo began his pattern of dealing with the authorities, by either bribery or murder. As
there were no drug cartels then, and only a few drug barons, Pablo saw it as untapped territory he wished to
make his own. Soon, the demand for cocaine was skyrocketing in the United States , and Escobar organized
more smuggling shipments, routes, and distribution networks in South Florida , California , and other parts of
the country. With the enormous profits generated by this route, Escobar was soon able to purchase 7. The
luxury house he created contained a zoo , a lake, a sculpture garden, a private bullring, and other diversions for
his family and the cartel. Roberto Escobar also claimed that, in addition to using planes, his brother employed
two small submarines to transport the massive loads. The production process was also altered, with coca from
Bolivia and Peru replacing the coca from Colombia, which was beginning to be seen as substandard quality
than the coca from the neighboring countries. Palace of Justice siege Escobar was held directly responsible by
various media publications for the storming of the Colombian Supreme Court. It is alleged that Escobar
backed the storming of the Colombian Supreme Court by left-wing guerrillas from the 19th of April
Movement , also known as M Escobar was listed as a part of Los Extraditables. Hostages were also taken for
negotiation of their release, thus helping to prevent extradition of Los Extraditables to the U. He was a natural
at public relations , and he worked to create goodwill among the poor of Colombia. Eventually, the
government negotiated with Escobar and convinced him to surrender and cease all criminal activity in
exchange for a reduced sentence and preferential treatment during his captivity. Declaring an end to a series of
previous violent acts meant to pressure authorities and public opinion, Escobar surrendered to Colombian
authorities in Before he gave himself up, the extradition of Colombian citizens to the United States had been
prohibited by the newly approved Colombian Constitution of This act was controversial, as it was suspected
that Escobar and other drug lords had influenced members of the Constituent Assembly in passing the law.
Escobar was confined in what became his own luxurious private prison, La Catedral , which featured a
football pitch, giant doll house, bar, jacuzzi and waterfall. They trained and advised a special Colombian
police task force known as the Search Bloc , which had been created to locate Escobar. This coordination was
allegedly conducted mainly through the sharing of intelligence to allow Los Pepes to bring down Escobar and
his few remaining allies, but there are reports that some individual Search Bloc members directly participated
in missions of Los Pepes death squads. The relationship was discouraged by the Henao family, who
considered Escobar socially inferior; the pair eloped. In , the journalist Virginia Vallejo published her memoir
Amando a Pablo, odiando a Escobar Loving Pablo, Hating Escobar , in which she describes her romantic
relationship with Escobar and the links of her lover with several presidents, Caribbean dictators, and
high-profile politicians. The luxury house contained a colonial house, a sculpture park, and a complete zoo
with animals from various continents, including elephants , exotic birds, giraffes , and hippopotamuses.
Escobar had also planned to construct a Greek-style citadel near it, and though construction of the citadel was
started, it was never finished. The four-bedroom estate, built in on Biscayne Bay , was seized by the
government in the s. Later, the dilapidated property was owned by Christian de Berdouare, proprietor of the
Chicken Kitchen fast-food chain, who had bought it in De Berdouare would later hire a documentary film
crew and professional treasure hunters to search the edifice before and after demolition, for anything related to
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Escobar or his cartel. They would find unusual holes in floors and walls, as well as a safe that was stolen from
its hole in the marble flooring before it could be properly examined. The compound, now half-demolished and
overtaken by vegetation and wild animals, featured a mansion, apartments, courtyards, a large swimming pool,
a helicopter landing pad, reinforced windows, tiled floors, and a large, unfinished building to the side of the
mansion. His death ended a month search effort, costing hundreds of millions of dollars. The two fugitives
attempted to escape by running across the roofs of adjoining houses to reach a back street, but both were shot
and killed by Colombian National Police. It has never been proven who actually fired the final shot into his
ear, or determined whether this shot was made during the gunfight or as part of a possible execution, with
wide speculation remaining regarding the subject. In a statement regarding the topic, the duo stated that Pablo
"had committed suicide, he did not get killed. Some of them consider him a saint and pray to him for receiving
divine help. The action was seen as too late. On August 31, Santofimio was sentenced to 24 years in prison for
his role in the crime. The journalist stated that Escobar had financed the operation, which was committed by
M ; but she blamed the army for the killings of more than people, including 11 Supreme Court magistrates, M
members, and employees of the cafeteria. Members of the Cali Cartel even replayed their recordings of her
conversations with Pablo for their wives to demonstrate how a woman should behave. Ultimately, authorities
were unable to link her funds to illegal activity, and she was released. I fell in love with his desire to help
people and his compassion for their hardship. We [would] drive to places where he dreamed of building
schools for the poor. From [the] beginning, he was always a gentleman. The property has been converted into
a theme park surrounded by four luxury hotels overlooking the zoo. By , the animals had multiplied to 16 and
had taken to roaming the area for food in the nearby Magdalena River. Escobar has been the subject of several
books, including the following: Escobar , by Roberto Escobar, written by his brother is shows how he became
infamous and ultimately died. My Brother - Pablo Escobar.
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Read a free sample or buy Pablo Escobar: My Father by Juan Pablo Escobar & Andrea Rosenberg. You can read this
book with Apple Books on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Mac.

5: Books similar to Pablo Escobar: My Father
In this surprisingly dispassionate account, Escobar examines the meteoric career of Pablo Escobar, a notorious Medellin
cartel boss. To the world, the senior Escobar was a supervillain; to the.

6: Top 10 Tales from Pablo Escobarâ€™s Sonâ€™s Book
The Paperback of the Pablo Escobar: My Father by Juan Pablo Escobar at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or
more! All you have to do is write a book about.

7: Pablo Escobar PDF
More than two decades after the full-fledged manhunt finally caught up with the king of cocaine, Juan Pablo Escobar
travels to the past to reveal an unabridged version of his fatherâ€”a man capable of committing the most extreme acts of
cruelty while simultaneously professing infinite love for his family.

8: Pablo Escobar: My Father by Juan Pablo Escobar & Andrea Rosenberg on Apple Books
Son of Pablo Escobar, the leader of the Medellin cartel, Juan Pablo Escobar is an architect, lecturer, drug policy reform
advocate, and writer. He was the subject of the award-winning documentary Sins of My Father and lives in Argentina.
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Download pablo escobar my father or read pablo escobar my father online books in PDF, EPUB and Mobi Format. Click
Download or Read Online button to get pablo escobar my father book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in
the widget to get ebook that you want.
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